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              APPENDIX A 

Q2 Are you? 

Answered: 167 Skipped: 0 

 
 

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES 

Resident in the borough 91.62% 153 

Business in the borough 5.39% 9 

Worker in the borough 2.40% 4 

Visitor to the borough 0.60% 1 

Other 0.00% 0 
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Q3 What is your age group? 

Answered: 167 Skipped: 0 

 
 

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES 

Under 18 0.60% 1 

18-24 2.40% 4 

25-34 5.99% 10 

35-44 16.17% 27 

45-54 23.95% 40 

55-64 31.14% 52 

65-74 11.98% 20 

75-84 7.78% 13 

85-94 0.00% 0 

Over 94 0.00% 0 
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Q7 The current PSPO area covers those highlighted within the map above. 

What is your view of the current control zone area? 

Answered: 110 Skipped: 57 

 
 

 
About right 

 
 
 

 
Too small 

 
 
 

 
Too large 
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# PLEASE PROVIDE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO SUPPORT YOUR COMMENTS: DATE 

1 The whole of Hatfield needs these restrictions. It has become a immigrant drinking and drug 

area 

3/18/2021 8:23 PM 

2 I live close to Town centre and want to feel aafe walking in a mad around and don’t want anti 

social behaviour to deter me. At the moment when our running in the e morning I often smell 

hash and would like this included to these types of drugs. 

3/18/2021 5:01 PM 

3 I belieive that the Galleria and the shops around Park House Court should be included 3/18/2021 11:03 AM 

4 Town needs a huge overhaul. The people not the places. Rightly so we take in and let all walks 

of life live in this town but you will notice a distinct lack of respect from people not born and 

raised in the town. Not to say that people here are saints but a lot has to said about the type of 

personal living in the area. 

3/15/2021 9:18 AM 

5 The main points are in and around town center and under passes 3/8/2021 9:56 AM 

6 Covers the town centre where everyone is shopping and visiting cafees etc. It should be a 

pleasant experience to come here and encouraging to visit and it will assist the local economy 

too. 

3/6/2021 3:10 PM 

7 There is no justification for antisocial behaviour so would happily see the range extended 3/5/2021 3:32 PM 

8 The pspo for the area described is adequate. 3/2/2021 6:49 PM 

9 Most areas in Hatfield should be covered by the PSPO 3/2/2021 3:27 PM 

10 It should include the Alban Way. 3/2/2021 10:59 AM 
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Q8 Are there any areas which adjoin the current PSPO area in Hatfield 

where you feel we should consider implementing this PSPO? 

Answered: 110 Skipped: 57 

 

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES 

Yes 42.73% 47 

No 23.64% 26 

Unsure 33.64% 37 

 

 
 

# IF YES, PLEASE PROVIDE DETAILS OF STREET(S) OR AREA AND YOUR REASONS 

WHY THIS SPECIFIC AREA SHOULD BE CONSIDERED: 

DATE 

1 Does it include the underpasses under the roads, I often see broken bottles and it’s unkempt.  3/18/2021 5:01 PM 

2 Briars Lane, as it is a route to and from the town Centre 3/18/2021 11:03 AM 

3 Alban Way, public cycle foot path 3/15/2021 9:18 AM 

4 Cavendish, Hilltop, Harpsfield Broadway, Alban Way. 3/2/2021 3:27 PM 

5 As above, it should include the Alban Way. 3/2/2021 10:59 AM 

6 area behind the flats in The Common 3/2/2021 9:24 AM 

7 As above, Aldi supermarket and surroundings due to beggers 3/1/2021 7:48 PM 

8 See response to Q7. 3/1/2021 7:46 PM 

9 Ellenbrook Fields Park, other children's play areas in Salisbury Village and Ellenbrook, all other 

children's play areas. 

3/1/2021 7:31 PM 

10 The Alban way (galleria end) and Roe green lane 3/1/2021 7:11 PM 

11 Ellenbrook Lane Recreational Park Ellenbrook Fields 3/1/2021 7:02 PM 

12 see above 3/1/2021 6:52 PM 

13 University campus areas as described above 3/1/2021 6:45 PM 

14 Expand around old Hatfield 3/1/2021 6:42 PM 
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15 Old Frenchhorn Lane and Cranbourne Road 2/27/2021 6:53 PM 

16 It needs to be policed properly for the police and also the council The Drinkers scare people 

from the town centre and I am not impressed with the way the Drinkers use the town centre 

has a toilet because they are drinking so much 

2/25/2021 11:24 PM 

17 The Common , fron of Curzon point , people use drugs, drink alcohol, urination , sex on the 

bench , begging 

2/25/2021 3:23 PM 

18 Galleria and Parkhouse Court. Prolific street begging in both these areas 2/25/2021 12:26 PM 

19 General where there are business's and high traffic of people or if there is known trouble area's  2/24/2021 6:36 PM 

20 See answer above 2/20/2021 11:23 AM 

21 Feather dell Rosehall Park 2/19/2021 9:25 PM 

22 Hilltop 2/17/2021 10:18 PM 

23 SEE PREVIOUS ANSWER. Homestead Road to Fiddlebridge Road along Alban Way. 2/17/2021 8:48 PM 

24 Birchwood shops 2/17/2021 8:17 PM 

25 The Galleria and the Co op on bishops rise 2/17/2021 6:41 PM 

26 Green spaces by Golding's house drinkers/drug addicts use as toilets, also green space next 

to St Luke's Church,and playground in St Alban's Road East. All used by people and used as 

toilets. 

2/17/2021 4:02 PM 

27 Map is very small and hard to read, but it should include the fields between Tesco at Oldings 

Corner and Longmead Road as too often people (sounds like Polish) sit drinking on the 

benches and leave drink cans and bottles. 

2/17/2021 11:25 AM 

28 Parkhouse Court area does have beggars and loiterers and there are a fair few shops and a 

cash machine around there too which may encourage loitering and some other anti-social 

behaviour. The bus station area is a mess as well and lots of younger people loiter around 

there as well. 

2/17/2021 8:48 AM 

29 These areas have proved high risk areas and remain so, so continued monitoring is still 

required 

2/17/2021 6:18 AM 

30 Birchwood area close to coop and Hopfield pub 2/16/2021 10:49 PM 

31 St Albans Road East, Cranbourne Road, Beaconsfield Road 2/16/2021 8:36 PM 

32 Birchwood and middlefield, Oak tree Close as lots of break ins 2/16/2021 6:51 PM 

33 The Galleria 2/16/2021 6:24 PM 

34 Bishops Rise and Parkhouse Court 2/16/2021 5:33 PM 

35 Old Hatfield around the job centre 2/16/2021 4:44 PM 

36 Near any schools or usual school walking areas 2/16/2021 4:14 PM 

37 The Galleria, and Old Hatfield 2/16/2021 3:59 PM 

38 Business park, bishop, galleria 2/16/2021 2:52 PM 

39 Hatfield station area 2/16/2021 11:59 AM 

40 At Albans Road west leading towards the galleria should be added. Drinkers also now 

congregate in the car park next to the swimming pool. 

2/16/2021 8:26 AM 

41 University areas 2/16/2021 7:10 AM 

42 High View, Bishops Rise (Co-Op area), I don't visit other areas regularlly enough to see issues. 2/15/2021 7:43 PM 

43 Harvest Mead carpark and the alleyway at the back of nos 1-5, plus in the park behind nos 6-9. 

There is regular drug-smoking and associated noise in these areas. 

2/15/2021 7:27 PM 

44 Alley ways from The Common to Stockbreach Road and there is almost always discarded 

drinks cans and a smell of urination in these. 

2/15/2021 4:52 PM 
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Q9 Do you consider any of the following to be a problem in the current 

PSPO area?If you answered YES to any, please provide specific details, 

(including where possible location, type of behaviours and characteristics 

of those involved i.e. gender, ethnicity, approximate age etc.): 

Answered: 110 Skipped: 57 

 
 
 
 

 

Street drinkin 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Begging 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rough sleeper 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Public 

urination or.. 
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Q10 If you have answered YES to any part of question 9, how often do 

you feel that the problem behaviour has occur? 

Answered: 110 Skipped: 57 

 
 DAILY ONCE 

A 

WEEK 

TWICE 

A 

WEEK 

THREE 

TIMES A 

WEEK 

FOUR 

TIMES 

A WEEK 

WEEKEND 

ONLY 

LESS 

THAN 

ONCE A 

WEEK 

NEVER TOTAL WEIGHTED 

AVERAGE 

Street 

drinking 

57.27% 

63 

9.09% 

10 

9.09% 

10 

6.36% 

7 

4.55% 

5 

0.91% 

1 

7.27% 

8 

5.45% 

6 

 
110 

 
2.51 

Begging 54.55% 

60 

6.36% 

7 

6.36% 

7 

4.55% 

5 

0.91% 

1 

0.91% 

1 

15.45% 

17 

10.91% 

12 

 
110 

 
3.10 

Rough 

sleepers 

29.09% 

32 

9.09% 

10 

5.45% 

6 

7.27% 

8 

3.64% 

4 

1.82% 

2 

27.27% 

30 

16.36% 

18 

 
110 

 
4.44 

Public 

urination or 

defecation 

38.18% 

42 

9.09% 

10 

2.73% 

3 

6.36% 

7 

1.82% 

2 

 

1.82% 

2 

20.91% 

23 

19.09% 

21 

 
110 

 
4.09 
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Q12 Do you consider any of the following to have an impact  (please consider 

the environment, local businesses, safety of residents and visitors to the town 

centre) on you and/or the local community in a PSPO control area?If you 

answered YES to any of the following, please provide specific details. 

Answered: 110 Skipped: 57 

 
 YES NO UNSURE TOTAL WEIGHTED AVERAGE 

Street drinking 89.09% 

98 

2.73% 

3 

8.18% 

9 

 
110 

 
1.19 

Begging 83.64% 

92 

4.55% 

5 

11.82% 

13 

 
110 

 
1.28 

Rough sleepers 68.18% 

75 

6.36% 

7 

25.45% 

28 

 
110 

 
1.57 

Public urination or defecation 74.55% 

82 

1.82% 

2 

23.64% 

26 

 
110 

 
1.49 

 
# IF YES, PLEASE PROVIDE FURTHER DETAILS: DATE 

1 seeing immigrants shouting in foreign language and drinking scares the older generation who 

no longer wants to shop in Hatfield hence shops closing 

3/18/2021 8:23 PM 

2 Broken bottles thrown around lots of kids walk around and will be harmed it not kept off 

streets. 

3/18/2021 5:01 PM 

3 In the past, before Covid19, I would visit the town centre more than I currently do, then I would 

leave or avoid areas which had drunk  people in or smelt offensive. The current order means 

that I can normally complete what I want to, and if someone is causing a problem, then the 

police or other person has the means to sort it out. 

3/18/2021 11:03 AM 

4 Detrimental to the business in the town well the business that are left! As these types of 

people are creating an unsafe atmosphere and level of intimidation keeping people away from 

the town centre especially 

3/15/2021 9:18 AM 

5 With street drinking in place the environment becomes unsafe for citizens in general. 3/8/2021 9:56 AM 

6 No further details. 3/6/2021 3:10 PM 

7 People I know avoid the town as they are intimidated and scared to visit due to the behaviour 

of the street drinkers and beggars in the town and consider it a dangerous place to visit after 

dark. 

3/6/2021 8:19 AM 

8 It’s unpleasant and makes people avoid going into the above recreation ground 3/5/2021 3:32 PM 

9 All the above are detrimental to the success of Hatfield Town Centre. Whilst observing begging 

by apparently well young men have not seen any of the other behaviour. 

3/2/2021 6:49 PM 

10 Not popular 3/2/2021 3:27 PM 

11 not pleasant to have to walk past these unpleasant things when going about normal daily living 3/2/2021 3:24 PM 

12 Makes the area look like a very poor area to be in best avoided 3/2/2021 11:24 AM 

13 Who wants to see any of the above when you are going about your daily business. 3/2/2021 10:59 AM 

14 I have young children and don't feel safe taking them with me if there are people drinking on 

the street. 

3/2/2021 10:36 AM 

15 Goes on all the time. People walking about, do not want to see these things. 3/2/2021 9:27 AM 
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Q13 If you answered YES to any of the previous questions, do you think 

that anti-social behaviour associated with begging and street drinking 

would get worse if the PSPO was removed or not extended? 

Answered: 110 Skipped: 57 

 
 

YES NO UNSURE TOTAL WEIGHTED AVERAGE 

Street drinking 88.18% 

97 

2.73% 

3 

9.09% 

10 

 
110 

 
1.21 

Begging 82.73% 

91 

2.73% 

3 

14.55% 

16 

 
110 

 
1.32 

Rough sleepers 75.45% 

83 

1.82% 

2 

22.73% 

25 

 
110 

 
1.47 

Public urination or defecation 77.27% 

85 

2.73% 

3 

20.00% 

22 

 
110 

 
1.43 

 
# PLEASE PROVIDE FURTHER DETAILS TO EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWERS: DATE 

1 I have no way to tell! 3/18/2021 5:01 PM 

2 The PSPO has reduced the problem, and given means for the appropriate people to intervene 

when needed. 

3/18/2021 11:03 AM 

3 This is self explanatory as currently these rough sleepers, drinkers, etc all have no knowledge 

that it is a PSPO nor do they have a clue what that means infact very little will have  

knowledge on the area it actually covers. Taking it away won’t see a significant rise but it will 

see a continuation for sure. The awareness of this order is minimal! 

3/15/2021 9:18 AM 

4 A deterrent like the PSPO is always a good reminder to what is acceptable and what is not. 3/6/2021 3:10 PM 

5 Relaxing the rules will encourage even more antisocial behaviour 3/6/2021 8:19 AM 

6 In view of the general success of the pspo it would be counter productive to remove it. 3/2/2021 6:49 PM 

7 I believe so. 3/2/2021 3:27 PM 

8 There have been improvements but this cannot always be seen because of the prevailing 

lockdown 

3/2/2021 3:24 PM 

9 If you take away the deterrent, the above will increase. 3/2/2021 10:59 AM 

10 If there is less/no control, people will be encouraged to do this more. 3/2/2021 10:36 AM 

11 These restrictions need to be extended. The problem will be how to police it. Its not very nice, 

sat out side a cafe in Summer, having a drink, and right across from you people are urinating in 

the bushes , and doing drug deals. 

3/2/2021 9:27 AM 

12 police would have no power to arrest 3/1/2021 8:00 PM 

13 I believe the current enforcement of the PSPO needs to be kept in place to ensure that the 

problems do not return to unacceptable levels. 

3/1/2021 7:31 PM 

14 Although the PSPO is working within the town centre area, it is much needed in the residential 

areas where Students are using the recreational areas. 

3/1/2021 7:02 PM 

15 The current solution is a deterrent 3/1/2021 6:54 PM 

16 Self explanatory. These people exist doing all this with the ban in place so will get even worse 

without it 

3/1/2021 6:52 PM 

17 If removed would stop family’s visiting hatfield 3/1/2021 6:50 PM 

18 The current PSPO does make me feel safer when in the town centre 3/1/2021 6:49 PM 
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Q14 How safe do you feel within the current PSPO area during the 

following times? 

Answered: 110 Skipped: 57 

 
 

UNSAFE RELATIVELY 

UNSAFE 

RELATIVELY 

SAFE 

SAFE N/A TOTAL WEIGHTED 

AVERAGE 

In the town centre during daylight hour 2.73% 

3 

16.36% 

18 

64.55% 

71 

15.45% 

17 

0.91% 

1 

 
110 

 
2.95 

Elsewhere in the proposed control zone 

during daylight hours 

3.64% 

4 

20.91% 

23 

57.27% 

63 

14.55% 

16 

3.64% 

4 

 
110 

 
2.94 

In the town centre in the dark 58.18% 

64 

25.45% 

28 

10.91% 

12 

0.91% 

1 

4.55% 

5 

 
110 

 
1.68 

Elsewhere in the proposed control zone 

in the dark 

42.73% 

47 

35.45% 

39 

15.45% 

17 

1.82% 

2 

4.55% 

5 

 
110 

 
1.90 
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Q15 If you have answered unsafe or relatively unsafe to any part of 

question 8, please can you provide further details i.e. where (specific 

location) and when (weekday, time): 

Answered: 80 Skipped: 87 

 
 
 

# RESPONSES DATE 

1 near cashpoints and groups congregating outside foreign lead food retailers 3/18/2021 8:23 PM 

2 I have seen groups of people even in lockdown congregating in the town centre and other 

areas, early morning drunks and hash smokers. 

3/18/2021 5:01 PM 

3 I generally feel unsafe after dark, especially now that the street lights have change to lighting 

the road, and not the pavements. 

3/18/2021 11:03 AM 

4 late at night - underpass near asda there are dustbins and it needs cleaning 3/16/2021 2:59 PM 

5 Areas that are obviously not very well lit. Dark areas anyone is going to feel unsafe on their 

own that’s just how it is. These areas within the shaded zone are all littered with drug users 

also their behaviour is unpredictable leaving you feeling unsafe. 

3/15/2021 9:18 AM 

6 Nothing special, just an uneasy feeling simply because it is dark and more difficult to see 

people clearly, particularly in more narrow spaces - in the town centre, as it would in most town 

centres. 

3/6/2021 3:10 PM 

7 Town centre after dark large groups of drunk aggressive drunks 3/6/2021 8:19 AM 

8 Everywhere that there are people drinking and smoking weed, especially in groups 3/5/2021 3:32 PM 

9 Visiting the town centre usually after 6pm small groups of predominantly young men can be 

intimidating and unsettling. 

3/2/2021 6:49 PM 

10 Town Centre 3/2/2021 3:27 PM 

11 no specific location, just a general feeling of unease and lot liking anyone being too close.  3/2/2021 3:24 PM 

12 I would not go anywhere near the town center after dark. 3/2/2021 10:59 AM 

13 When walking through the town centre in the hours of Darkness, there are always groups of 

people. Although i have not been threatened, but do feel uncomfortable walking past these 

groups. 

3/2/2021 9:27 AM 

14 groups of drinkers in the subway groups of drinkers in the town centre 3/2/2021 9:24 AM 

15 Evenings I always feel unsafe. I use a walking stick, and being on my own I feel vulnerable. 3/1/2021 11:35 PM 

16 town centre 3/1/2021 8:00 PM 

17 Whole town centre amd surroundings is not nice to walk though in dark 3/1/2021 7:48 PM 

18 I believe that there is a direct correlation between street drinking and violence. There is a 

public perception that pubs in Hatfield Town Centre have a problem with violence. Any 

relaxation in the PSPO would just reinforce residents lack of wellbeing in the town centre, in 

particular. 

3/1/2021 7:31 PM 

19 That’s impossible to answer. There have been occasions but I did not make a note of the date 

or time. 

3/1/2021 7:11 PM 

20 Ellenbrook Lane deadend Ellenbrook railway track Alban Way Ellenbrook Lane recreational 

park 

3/1/2021 7:02 PM 

21 From midday, there seems to be some sort of barrier that lifts and all the scum are realised 3/1/2021 6:54 PM 

22 Drug dealing at end of meadow dell, cavendish way. Daylight any time of day 3/1/2021 6:52 PM 
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Q17 Would you like to see the PSPO extended for a further three years? 

(Please note that a PSPO cannot be implemented for longer than 3 years 

without review.) 

Answered: 110 Skipped: 57 

 

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES 

Yes 98.18% 108 

No 1.82% 2 

Three years 0.00% 0 
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Q19 If you have any specific comments or other items that you feel are 

important to highlight with regards to the proposed extension of the PSPO 

please make them below.(It is important to highlight that in order for any 

PSPO to be legally binding and enforceable the council must have    

evidence that activities that have taken place have had a detrimental effect 

on the quality of life of local people,  or it is likely that activities will take  

place and that they will have a detrimental effect on the quality of life.) 

Answered: 41 Skipped: 126 

# RESPONSES DATE 

1 drug taking and smell of cannabis in town centre. 3/18/2021 8:23 PM 

2 I would feel much safer if people did not ride bikes or scooters, in the town centre. I have 

balance issues, and someone riding past at speed is upsetting. 

3/18/2021 11:03 AM 

3 None 3/16/2021 2:59 PM 

4 Having a town centre PCSO or SNT Constable BASED in the town within and office space or 

shop. To provide constant reassurance as the patrols would be seen a lot more. Borehamwood 

high street has a dedicated PCSO the walks the high street almost every 20 mins is has 

proved to be a great idea over the last 2 years the ASB within the town centre come down 

dramatically and so the PSPO was taken away from the area. This is a  great example ..... of 

how to implement and take away this kind of behaviour on a daily basis! Having PCSO & SNT 

officer based in PSPO area and housed or have an office area within town centre of Hatfield 

would be great. Quicker response to any and all calls regarding ASB and a polite statement 

saying we are right here. 

3/15/2021 9:18 AM 

5 I think allowing beggars, and antisocial behaviour to operate sends out a very bad signal to 

visitors to the area as well as residents Hatfield is not a nice place to go. 

3/2/2021 6:49 PM 

6 I have felt uneasy completing some of this revue because for nearly a year we have been 

isolating and shielding so our visits to, say, the Town Centre have been few and therefore not 

often enough to give meaningful data (e.g. times of day and no nights). 

3/2/2021 3:27 PM 

7 The Alban Way is a popular thoroughfare used by many local people. I believe that there 

should be some way of policing this as it is very unpleasant to be walking there and suddenly 

fing you are being followed by a male who has appeared from no-where and keeps station, 

stopping only when you look back. 

3/2/2021 3:24 PM 

8 Enforcement would be useful ,use CCTV to enforce and retrospectively prosecute for times 

when you can't be there.. 

3/2/2021 11:24 AM 

9 Maybe the fact that I have not stated that any activities have taken place, is that the PSPO 

already in place, works. It seems to me that this survey is being used a way to remove the 

PSPO, and so save money. Take it away, and you will see an increase in anti-social behaviour. 

3/2/2021 10:59 AM 

10 What i have noticed. Family's, and individuals walking round the Town Centre, Day or night, 

when they see groups together they all give them a wide berth, which indicates to me these 

people feel intimidated seeing these groups. 

3/2/2021 9:27 AM 

11 We have been in business in Hatfield for Hundreds of years, myself for nearly 30 years and we 

have very good local knowledge. I have never been visited by a PCSO, Street Warden or  

Police Officer,. It is like we are not really part of the Town in the Common 

3/2/2021 9:24 AM 

12 Bikes in town centre amd electric sxooters everywhere within the Borough is a hige problem for 

me 

3/1/2021 7:48 PM 
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13 I believe a greater Police presence in Hatfield Town would act as a deterrent to those engaged 

in the problems above. 

3/1/2021 7:31 PM 

14 Without proper controls on anti social behaviour the town centre will never improve.  3/1/2021 6:54 PM 

15 Drinking, drug taking, drug dealing etc going unchallenged in all areas of hatfield 3/1/2021 6:52 PM 

16 The elderly will not go on quiet places at night 3/1/2021 6:42 PM 

17 We need to stop drinking in the town centre we need to stop people urinating in the town centre 

and we need to stop people begging in the town centre 

2/25/2021 11:24 PM 

18 The new town centre is lovely now it has been redesigned. But, it now tends to be the meeting 

place for drinkers & drug users in the evenings & doesn’t help that there are plenty of places 

for them to buy drink 

2/25/2021 9:19 PM 

19 I raported milion times to Council and i sent a lot of pictures what is wrong in our street , The 

Common ( front of flats and Curzon point) No one help us . Still the people who use drugs and 

alcohol spent time on the bench . Maybe Council should remove this bench . This area is very 

dangerous when the peoples are here . Always is dirty bacause they vomiting , urineing ,  

beging its horible . 

2/25/2021 3:23 PM 

20 Only as my answers. thank you for the survey. 2/24/2021 6:36 PM 

21 No 2/24/2021 6:07 PM 

22 A local resident since 1972 who now because of the detoiration of the public realm in the town 

centre no longer uses these facilities. The problem could be resolved by building more homes 

above shops and parking areas to bring more life to the town centre on a 24 hours a day basis 

. Improve facilities for more frequent and more up market street markets . 

2/20/2021 11:23 AM 

23 I would rather cross the road than use the under paths or drive the short distance from feather 

dell to asda 

2/19/2021 9:25 PM 

24 No other comments 2/19/2021 2:13 PM 

25 It would be good to see it enforced 2/17/2021 10:18 PM 

26 Drinking to excess outside in the presence of children seems a pretty good detrimental effect. 

And then there is the litter they leave. 

2/17/2021 8:48 PM 

27 Drug taking in Dell in Oak Grove. Stronger penalties needed for drug dealers and runners 2/17/2021 4:02 PM 

28 Why is it only these activities, what about other anti social behaviour? 2/17/2021 11:25 AM 

29 Read about a lot of crime and the impact on the community on local FG group which cause me 

and my family concern. 

2/16/2021 10:49 PM 

30 On several occasions I have felt unsafe in the town centre due to beggars and drunks.  2/16/2021 10:16 PM 

31 Please consider extending this to enfore the banning of bicycles in the Town Center. Cyclists 

have been ignoring the signs completely. They are disrespectful and they put the pedestrians 

in danger. 

2/16/2021 8:36 PM 

32 People are starting to avoid the town now and it just looks like a tramps town, even after the 

better development it will be disgusting. 

2/16/2021 6:51 PM 

33 N/a 2/16/2021 2:16 PM 

34 Its difficult, as in this current pandemic, I don't venture into Town..so unsure exactly what is 

going on at present. In the past, its not been nice to hear/see people getting hassled by Asda, 

Aldi, McDonald's. In the past people slept by Boots and by Erols Cafe, that wasn't nice to walk 

by. 

2/16/2021 11:04 AM 

35 Since the pspo was introduced there has been noticeable improvement in the town and 

surrounding areas, although far from perfect its better, also there is the fact that the new multi 

storey carpark unless protected by the pspo will become a no go zone for shoppers as that will 

be there new drikjg and sleeping place. 

2/16/2021 9:34 AM 

36 Local residents garages and cars being damaged and garages being broken into weekly. And 

bikes being seen daily 

2/16/2021 8:07 AM 

 


